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As members of a democratic society, individuals face complex
decisions about whether to support climate change mitigation,
vaccinations, genetically modified food, nanotechnology, geo-
engineering, and so on. To inform people’s decisions and public
debate, scientific experts at government agencies, nongovern-
mental organizations, and other organizations aim to provide un-
derstandable and scientifically accurate communication materials.
Such communications aim to improve people’s understanding of
the decision-relevant issues, and if needed, promote behavior
change. Unfortunately, existing communications sometimes fail
when scientific experts lack information about what people need
to know to make more informed decisions or what wording peo-
ple use to describe relevant concepts. We provide an introduction
for scientific experts about how to use mental models research
with intended audience members to inform their communication
efforts. Specifically, we describe how to conduct interviews to
characterize people’s decision-relevant beliefs or mental models
of the topic under consideration, identify gaps and misconceptions
in their knowledge, and reveal their preferred wording. We also
describe methods for designing follow-up surveys with larger
samples to examine the prevalence of beliefs as well as the rela-
tionships of beliefs with behaviors. Finally, we discuss how find-
ings from these interviews and surveys can be used to design
communications that effectively address gaps and misconceptions
in people’s mental models in wording that they understand. We
present applications to different scientific domains, showing that
this approach leads to communications that improve recipients’
understanding and ability to make informed decisions.

In democracies, citizens face complex decisions about whether
to accept the potential hazards associated with proposed pol-

icies to reap their potential benefits. Such policies may involve
climate change mitigation, vaccinations, genetically modified food,
nanotechnology, geoengineering, and so on. Making informed
decisions about these complex topics requires an understanding
of the relevant science, especially to the extent that it pertains to
the potential consequences of the available courses of action.
This paper targets scientific experts at government agencies,
nongovernmental organizations, and others who are charged
with developing communication materials, such as brochures
or websites, for members of the general public. The goal of their
communications may vary across specific contexts, including
informing individuals’ decisions, informing public debates, or
enabling behavior change. Indeed, effective communications
are crucial for helping individuals to make informed decisions
and promoting constructive public debate about new technolo-
gies. Effective communications are also needed as part of policies
that target behavior change (for example, by helping people to
prepare for disasters, encouraging residential electricity savings
and sustainable consumer choices, and implementing healthy be-
havior). Here, we discuss strategies for identifying information
that people need and want to improve their decisions.

Barriers to Effective Communication
Scientific experts may face several barriers to developing effective
communication materials for stakeholders and members of the
public. Miscommunications may occur when experts use them-
selves as model audience members and present the information
that they themselves find most important and interesting. This

strategy works well in most communications between colleagues
with shared expertise or when discussing everyday topics with
nonexperts (1, 2). However, like many experts, scientific experts
may not remember what it was like to be a novice in their field
and therefore, may have inaccurate intuitions about people’s
informational needs. After many years of deliberate training
and practice, specialized knowledge becomes intuitive, and tech-
nical terminology becomes central to communicating with other
experts (3).
As a result, experts in different fields tend to lack good in-

tuition about what nonexperts believe and what they still need to
know to make more informed decisions (4, 5). For example,
experts’ communications about climate change mitigation seem
to focus on convincing those individuals who doubt the reality of
climate change or find it of relatively little importance (6, 7).
Sadly, the informational needs of those individuals who are
motivated to curb climate change are often left unmet. Experts
tend to provide laundry lists of activities for mitigating climate
change, making it difficult even for proenvironmental recipients
to recognize that energy efficiency (e.g., replacing conventional
light bulbs with compact fluorescent lamps or light-emitting
diodes) is more effective than energy conservation (e.g., turning
off lights) (8, 9). Because the presentation of large numbers of
options can lead to choice overload and decision avoidance, it
may be better to concentrate communications on just the most
effective activities (10).
Additionally, experts may present needlessly complex informa-

tion and use jargon that is unfamiliar to or interpreted differently
by nonexperts. For example, engineers talk about a 100-y flood
rather than a flood that has a 1% chance of happening each year
without realizing that people interpret the former as more likely
and more predictable than the latter (11, 12). Moreover, both
descriptions fail to recognize that people are more concerned
about flood levels than flood frequency and prefer concrete
predictions such as over 1 ft of water in the house (12). One
approach to addressing such barriers is the mental models
approach for developing more effective communications, which
we describe below.

Mental Models Approach
Rather than relying on experts’ intuitions about what people
need to know, communication materials should be based on
evidence about the relevant beliefs that audience members al-
ready have and what they are still missing (13, 14). Indeed, re-
search in science education (15, 16) and health communications
(17) as well as cognitive anthropology and psychology (18, 19)
suggests that people interpret new information in light of their
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existing beliefs, also referred to as their mental models. The
mental models approach to developing communication materi-
als, therefore, involves both the relevant experts and the inten-
ded audience members. The four steps of the mental models
approach are presented in Fig. 1. The approach begins by
identifying what people should know to make informed deci-
sions about the topic under consideration based on a scientific
literature review and recommendations from expert panels. For
example, during the 2005 threat of an H5N1 influenza outbreak,
infectious disease experts indicated that vaccines would likely not
be available in time, and therefore, they recommended non-
pharmaceutical interventions, such as increased hand washing
or use of face masks (20, 21). However, experts had no evidence
to indicate how well people would be able to implement these
recommendations during a pandemic influenza outbreak (20, 21)
or what information people would need to overcome any po-
tential barriers to effective implementation (22). These findings
highlight the need for social science research with intended au-
dience members (20, 21).
Hence, the second step of the mental models approach in-

volves interviews and survey methods to elicit people’s mental
models (14). Interviews can provide an initial characterization of
people’s beliefs and decisions as well as the wording that they
prefer to describe the relevant issues. Follow-up surveys with
larger samples are recommended for examining the prevalence
of interviewees’ beliefs and drivers of decisions. Both the expert
decision model of step 1 and the lay decision model of step 2 can
be formally represented in an influence diagram (14, 23).

In the third step, a systematic comparison of the expert and lay
decision models reveals differences in how experts and lay peo-
ple think about the target risk decisions and reflects the decision-
relevant information that is missing from people’s mental models
(14, 24–27). To design effective communications, scientific edu-
cators should address these differences in focus, including gaps
and misconceptions, with involvement from experts to ensure
accuracy and intended audience members to improve ease of
understanding. In the fourth step, evaluation studies test whether
the resulting communication is effective in terms of facilitating
recipients’ understanding and informed decisions (28).
This paper provides an introduction to the second step of the

mental models approach, because scientific experts often lack
training in social science methods needed to assess what people
need (or want) to know from science communication. By com-
parison, scientific experts tend to be familiar with literature
reviews and expert panels that are needed for the first step. In-
formation about how to design communications and how to
conduct randomized controlled trials is available elsewhere (29).
However, although textbooks on social science methods discuss
interviews and surveys, they do not explain how to use interviews
and surveys to inform the design of communications. Guidelines
to the mental models approach for developing communications
have also not presented the detail provided here.
Next, we introduce established social science methods for

conducting a combination of interviews and surveys with the
specific goal of informing scientific experts’ communications with
nonexpert audiences. We bring together information that has
been dispersed in the literature across the social sciences. The

1. Identify what people need to know to make more informed decisions
(expert decision model)

Conduct literature review
Convene expert panel

2. Identify what people already know and how they make their decisions
(lay decision model)

Conduct semi-structured interviews to identify beliefs and relevant wording
Conduct follow-up surveys with larger samples to examine prevalence of
interviewees’ beliefs

3. Design communication content
Compare lay decision model with expert decision model
Address common gaps and misconceptions in understandable wording
Iteratively test communications for adequacy and understanding (with members of
intended audience) as well as for accuracy (with domain experts)

4. Test effectiveness of communication content
Conduct randomized controlled trial to test effect of communication (vs. control) on
recipients’ understanding, decision making, and behavior

Fig. 1. The four steps of the mental models approach to developing communications.
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content reflects our best judgment of what scientific experts need
to know about designing interviews and surveys to inform their
communications based on our experiences in working with
experts in domains such as engineering, environmental science,
economics, and public health.

Semistructured Interviews
Goals and Challenges. When interviews are conducted to inform
the design of communication materials, the goal is to charac-
terize interviewees’ beliefs about the topic under consideration,
including knowledge gaps and misconceptions in need of in-
tervention as well as preferred wording (14). One of the main
challenges is to ask questions without suggesting specific ideas or
terminology. To this end, interviews typically start with open-
ended questions that are followed by prompts like “can you tell
me more about that?” to encourage additional discussion of any
topics that are raised. After exhausting interviewees’ explan-
ations, follow-up questions become more directive, aiming to
systematically cover relevant issues (such as exposure to the risk,
potential effects, and mitigation) or probe for lay definitions of
common expert-preferred terms.
This structure allows for interviewees to express their mental

models before they are altered by interviewers’ more directive
questions. For example, our interviews on global climate change
in the early 1990s opened by merely asking “tell us about climate
change,” in response to which interviewees mentioned causes of
climate change, such as the ozone hole, aerosol spray cans, and
carbon dioxide, but rarely energy use (30). Thus, by starting with
an open-ended question, we were able to learn that interviewees
conflated stratospheric ozone depletion and global warming and
were not focused on climate change mitigation through reduced
energy use.
Another example that highlights the importance of starting

interviews with general questions comes from our project about
smart meters. Utility companies had been installing smart meters
in people’s homes with the goal of tracking their electricity use in
small time intervals and charging more for electricity used during
peak hours. Interviewers began by asking, “What have you heard
about smart meters?” Interviewees responded favorably but they
had the unrealistic expectation that smart meters would provide
useful appliance-specific feedback and suggestions for saving
electricity (31). If interviewees had received more specific
questions that revealed the actual purpose of smart meters early
on, we would have changed their knowledge and failed to reveal
these misconceptions about smart meters.
Another challenge for interviewers is to be active listeners by

using counseling interview methods used by social workers and
ethnographic interview methods used by anthropologists (32,
33). These methods recommend maintaining an encouraging,
nonjudgmental tone, even when some of what is shared may
seem to the interviewer to be incorrect, ill-advised, or morally
wrong. Whenever interviewees seem to be searching for words,
interviewers should wait patiently and resist helping by filling
in the blanks. An associated challenge is the need to refrain
from educating interviewees about the topic under consider-
ation. In our experience, this challenge is especially difficult for
domain experts, perhaps because of their passion for their
topic of expertise. Experienced interviewers who are not do-
main experts may be more skilled at waiting until the end of
the interview before offering information, such as existing
brochures or contact information for outreach organizations. For
example, interviewers gave adolescents who completed our
questions about HIV/AIDS the number for the National AIDS
Hotline (34).
Providing interviewees with access to relevant information

after they complete their interview follows guidelines posed by
some Internal Review Boards (IRBs), which aim to protect the
rights and wellbeing of research participants. All research that

involves human participants needs to be approved by the IRB at
the researchers’ institution. When conducting interviews, an im-
portant IRB requirement is to protect interviewees’ confidenti-
ality by avoiding the use of names on recordings or transcripts.
Other IRB requirements may pose challenges for research de-
sign (35). For example, some IRBs have insisted that participants
should be told that they can skip questions with which they feel
uncomfortable or discontinue the interview at any time while still
receiving compensation. Although some of our collaborators
have expressed concerns that such instructions may introduce
noncompliance, we actually have found no such evidence in
our many years of interviewing experience.

Common InterviewModes.Most interviews are conducted in person
or over the phone. There is little agreement about which mode is
better. It has been suggested that phone interviews increase dis-
closures because of reduced anonymity concerns (36), the in-
creased social distance introduced in phone interviews leads to
decreased willingness to disclose sensitive information about, for
example, sexual activity or drug use (37), and mode makes no
difference (38). Because having experienced interviewers may be
more important than the specific interview mode, researchers
should choose the mode that meets their needs (39). A benefit of
phone interviews is the reduced geographical boundary in re-
cruiting, thus allowing us to interview Florida residents about
hurricane risk perceptions from our offices in Pennsylvania (40).
Telephone interviews also show increased interviewer adherence
to the protocol, because they facilitate reading along without
distractions from looking at the interviewee (39). However, the
potential disadvantage of phone interviews is that interviewers
miss visual cues indicating interviewee fatigue or confusion (39).
Focus groups represent another mode for interviewing indi-

viduals from populations of interest while allowing them to in-
teract with each other. Focus groups are recommended for
studying group decision processes when, for example, prioritizing
strategies for reducing environmental risks (41). However, focus
groups are not recommended for assessing individuals’ in-depth
understanding of specific topics, because focus group partic-
ipants tend to hold back beliefs that they do not share with the
rest of the group (42). As a result, a comparison of focus groups
and one-on-one interviews revealed systematic differences in
what people shared about natural resource valuation (43).

Analyses.After transcribed, interviews should be coded for content.
Two independent coders need to judge whether each interviewee
covered the key concepts that they need in their mental models
to make informed decisions. These key concepts should have
been identified through a scientific literature review and expert
panels as part of the expert decision model (Fig. 1) and typically
cover exposure to the risk, potential effects, and mitigation.
Thus, the coding facilitates a systematic comparison of interview
content with what experts believe people need to know to make
informed decisions. If interviewees raise topics that are not part
of the expert decision model, new codes may be added, especially
if they refer to decision problems that experts had not consid-
ered. Additionally, scientific experts should read through the
interviews and highlight possible misunderstandings. Hence, the
final set of codes highlights what interviewees already know as
well as which key concepts are missing or potentially misunder-
stood. For example, in interviews about childhood vaccination,
we found that interviewees described immunity as provided to a
vaccinated individual and omitted references to herd immunity
as benefiting a community in which most members have been
vaccinated (44).
Subsequently, two or more judges should be trained in ap-

plying the coding scheme to interviews that are representative
but not part of the actual study taken from for example inter-
viewers’ practice sessions (45). Their interrater agreement reflects
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the reliability of the coding, with 70% being relatively good for
complex coding schemes (46, 47). Measures of reliability typically
reflect interrater agreement after correcting for chance agree-
ment (48, 49). If specific concepts are too similar for coders to
distinguish, coding reliability may be improved by using a more
general coding category that captures the combined concepts.
After training, each of the actual interviews should be coded in-
dependently by two or more of the judges to assess the reliability
of the coding exercise.

Sampling. Because conducting interviews and coding their con-
tent are labor-intensive exercises, it is common practice to stop
doing additional interviews as soon as no more new beliefs
emerge—thus reaching what qualitative researchers call satura-
tion (14). Because the identification of new ideas tends to level
off quickly, 10–15 interviews are often sufficient to capture the
most commonly held beliefs (14, 50). To increase the likelihood
of covering a wide variety of beliefs, interviewees should be
recruited from diverse backgrounds and stakeholder groups.
However, with a small sample size, it remains unlikely that the
interviewees are representative of the entire population. Follow-
up surveys are more cost-effective for obtaining sample sizes that
are large enough to confidently examine the prevalence of
beliefs, how beliefs vary between groups of participants, or which
factors drive decisions. However, conducting surveys without first
conducting interviews introduces the risk that survey ques-
tions do not cover relevant beliefs or are phrased in ways that
are difficult for respondents to understand. Below, we describe
survey design in more detail.

Follow-Up Public Perception Surveys
Goals and Challenges. When public perception surveys are con-
ducted to inform the design of communication materials, the
goal is to examine the prevalence of the specific beliefs expressed
in initial interviews as well as how much those beliefs and other
factors drive decisions. Such analyses need the increased statis-
tical power of larger sample sizes. Knowledge questions should
be designed to measure how well people know the facts that
experts deem relevant for making informed decisions as well as
the frequency of additional beliefs that have been identified by
interviewees as relevant to their decisions.
Structured knowledge questions tend to be recommended for

use with larger samples, because correct responses are easier to
score with structured than open-ended questions. One main
challenge is that structured questions can be inadvertently leading
by providing respondents with cues that help them to arrive at
the correct answer (51, 52). Knowledge tests that teach new in-
formation lead to overestimations of how much people actually
know and fail to identify potential misunderstandings in need of
intervention. True/false statements are recommended over
multiple choice questions, because they are less likely to provide
cues that artificially improve respondents’ scores (53). However,
repeated exposure to false statements on true/false or multiple
choice tests may lead to incorrect memories of these statements
being true (54, 55). Providing formative feedback before res-
pondents leave the survey session may potentially relieve some of
this problem (56).
True/false questions can be followed up with simple assess-

ments of confidence in knowledge. Both incorrect beliefs held
with high confidence and correct beliefs held with low confidence
are in need of intervention (34). Because confidence is naturally
expressed in terms of being x% sure, confidence ratings for true/
false statements should be assessed on a scale ranging from 50%
(just guessing) to 100% (certainty). Research on calibration of
confidence has proposed systematic methods for comparing
overall confidence ratings across items with the percent of cor-
rect responses across those same items (57). Although this pro-
cedure doubles the number of questions, it may be better than

assessing uncertainty by adding a “don’t know” option to each
true/false statement. Indeed, adding a “don’t know” option tends
to increase nonresponses, keeping respondents from expressing
potentially meaningful beliefs, even if held with relatively lower
confidence (58, 59). One compromise is to offer “maybe true”
and “maybe false” options, which assess respondents’ uncertainty
without giving them an explicit “don’t know” option. Although
this compromise lowers the response burden, it provides less
information about confidence than x% sure confidence ratings.
Another challenge when designing surveys is to ask survey

questions that are relevant to people’s experiences. The specific
issues that are important may be gleaned from the initial inter-
views as well as the existing research literature on how people
make decisions about the topic under consideration. Knowledge
is not the only factor that is relevant to people’s informational
needs. Individual differences in various abilities also affect how
people respond to communications. The judgment and decision-
making literature offers validated individual differences measures
of decision-making competence (60), numeracy or the ability to
use numerical information in decisions (61, 62), and graph
literacy or the ability to understand graphical communications
(63). In addition to ability measures, scales are also available
for assessing people’s risk preferences in specific domains
(64), environmental attitudes (65, 66), and state-specific emo-
tions (67).
Because one goal of surveys is to assess what drives people’s

decisions, questions should assess those decisions as well.
Different question formats are available for assessing prefer-
ences for decision options. Survey participants may be asked to fill
in the blank, choose the best option from a set, rank options in
order of preference, or rate each option on a scale (1 = very bad;
7 = very good) (reviews in refs. 35 and 68). Because the question
format may affect people’s answers (69), using multiple ques-
tion formats allows for the computation of correlations between
differentially elicited responses, thus revealing the consistency of
the underlying preferences. To reduce reliance on self-reports,
information about respondents’ actual behavior should ideally also
be obtained through independent observations or archival records.
Another main challenge is to write survey questions in com-

prehensible terms to allow respondents to express what they
know. Indeed, the survey design literature treats surveys as
a form of communication between researchers and respondents
(70). For such communication to be effective, researchers and
respondents should interpret survey questions in the same way.
To facilitate respondents’ understanding and reduce missing
responses, survey designers can improve the readability of
question wording in three ways. First, they should write the
survey at grade levels appropriate for the intended audience.
Average adult literacy in the United States varies between sev-
enth- and ninth-grade levels (71). The Flesch–Kincaid readability
measure (72) computes the grade level of education needed to
read a text: a formula takes into account the number of words per
sentence and the number of syllables per word (73, 74). Survey
questions will also be easier to understand if they use the intuitive
language of the intended audience by borrowing terms from the
interviews described above.
The third strategy involves conducting cognitive pilot inter-

views, which are designed to reveal whether respondents interpret
questions as intended and how variations in interpretations affect
responses (35, 68, 75, 76). In cognitive pilot interviews, partic-
ipants may be asked to read a draft of the survey out loud and
think out loud while answering each question. Afterward, par-
ticipants may also be asked to provide more detailed feedback
about the survey. Such cognitive pilot interviews may reveal that
even simplified wording may introduce ambiguity. For example,
consumer surveys that ask about inflation expectations avoid the
term inflation and ask about prices in general instead. Some
respondents recognize that wording as referring to inflation,
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whereas others think about their personal price experiences (77).
When thinking about personal price experiences, prices that
have shown the largest changes—such as gas prices—are most
likely to come to mind (78). Perhaps as a result, questions that
directly ask about expectations for inflation show much less
disagreement between respondents than questions about ex-
pectations for prices in general (79). Thus, survey questions need
to use simple terms that are specific enough to communicate the
question designers’ intent.
Even seemingly straightforward demographic questions may

yield respondent interpretations that are not in line with re-
searchers’ expectations. Like other researchers, we have noticed
that respondents who are cohabitating in heterosexual relation-
ships sometimes fail to choose the response option to indicate
that they are married or living with a partner, because they in-
terpret the term partner as reserved for homosexual relationships
(80). Similar confusion has even been found for seemingly simple
categorizations of race and ethnicity (81). Hence, before imple-
menting large-scale surveys, it is key to conduct cognitive pilot
interviews to find out how respondents may (mis)interpret the
stated questions.

Common Survey Modes. After cognitive pilot interviews have been
conducted to ensure that respondents understand the survey
questions as intended, public perception surveys can be self-
administered on paper or online or interviewer-administered in
person or on the phone. Choice of mode should, among other
things, take into account the available time and funding, the
abilities and preferences of the respondents, and the sensitivity
of the survey topic (an overview is in ref. 35). For example,
a benefit of interviewer-administered one-on-one surveys or ex-
perimenter-led group survey sessions is that researchers can in-
teract with participants and give in-person instructions. However,
mailing paper surveys or conducting internet surveys may be
more efficient in terms of reaching geographically wider audi-
ences and allowing people to participate when it suits them best.
Researchers have found that response rates can be improved by
inducing trust, sending follow-up reminders, and incentivizing
participation (for example, by providing sufficient payment) (35).

Analyses. Reports of survey results should include how com-
monly specific expert-identified facts are known and how preva-
lent interviewee-identified beliefs are in the population.
Additional regression analyses should then examine how knowledge
and attitudes are related to decisions. Thus, these analyses should
reveal common misunderstandings that seem to drive behav-
ior, which are most in need of intervention. For example, one
study on HIV/AIDS revealed that misconceptions about how
to use condoms that had initially been shared by a few in-
terviewees were common, even in otherwise knowledgeable sur-
vey samples, and associated with their tendency to engage in
unsafe sexual behaviors (34). Hence, interviews and surveys can
provide communication designers with systematic insights about
lay decision models, reflecting what their audience knows and
still needs to know to make more informed decisions (14).

Sampling. Researchers need to decide how to recruit respondents
from among potential audiences of the communications that will
be informed by the survey results. In the past, community groups
have recruited their members for our surveys, who were then
invited to donate part of their participation fees to the organi-
zation through which they were recruited (60). Random selection
is most likely to yield an unbiased sample but may be difficult to
implement if complete lists of specific audience members are
unavailable. A diverse convenience sample may be sufficient if the
researchers’ main goal is to examine the relationships between
beliefs and behaviors. Formulas are available to examine the

sample size needed to reliably conduct specific analyses on beliefs
and behavior and compare subgroups in the population (35).

Case Studies
Two notable projects highlight how insights from interviews and
surveys can help scientific experts to design communication
materials, such as brochures or websites, for members of the
general public. The first example pertains to the domain of public
health, where experts have spent extensive efforts to promote
abstinence, by which they mean having no sex until marriage, as
a strategy for reducing adolescents’ risks of acquiring sexually
transmitted infections. In the first step of the mental models
approach, literature reviews and information from experts sug-
gested that many sexuality education programs were not actually
effective in terms of changing behavior (27, 82). Interviews and
follow-up survey research with female adolescents led to several
important insights. First, female adolescents had misconceptions
that threatened the quality of their decisions. For example, some
misinterpreted the recommended abstinence strategy as in-
cluding anal sex, which actually poses increased risk of sexually
transmitted infections (83). Unfortunately, teachers often omit
taboo subjects like anal sex in school-based sexuality education
(84), reducing the likelihood that communications will teach
adolescents what they need to know to better protect themselves.
Additionally, female adolescents perceived little control over
sexual decisions (85, 86) and faced challenges communicating
with romantic partners about safe sex strategies (87). We
designed communications to teach female adolescents negotia-
tion skills and risk reduction strategies in accurate and un-
derstandable terms using a DVD intervention that increased
abstinence, increased condom use among those individuals who
did have sex, and reduced the likelihood of recipients acquiring
sexually transmitted infections 6 mo later (88).
A second example comes from a more technical domain. It

refers to Carbon Capture and Sequestration (CCS), a technology
that prevents carbon dioxide emissions from coal-fired power
plants by putting them deep underground. Experts have sug-
gested that CCS may be part of a low-carbon electricity gener-
ation portfolio aiming to curb climate change. Interviewees
associated CCS with nuclear waste, worried about unintended
negative effects on nature in the long term, and expressed pref-
erences for low-carbon technologies such as wind and solar (89).
Existing communications about CCS focused just on promoting
that technology, making it difficult for recipients to make an
informed comparison with other low-carbon alternatives about
which they also had misunderstandings. For example, people
mistakenly believe that nuclear power emits CO2 and that solar
power is free (90). However, carefully designed communication
materials that systematically provided information about the
features of common low-carbon alternatives, while addressing
prevalent knowledge gaps and misconceptions, yielded some
willingness to consider CCS as part of a low-carbon electricity
generation portfolio that involves multiple technologies (90).

Conclusions
The information provided here targets scientific experts at
government agencies, nongovernmental organizations, or other
organizations who seek to develop communication materials
with the goal of informing individuals’ decisions, facilitating
productive public debate, and if needed, promoting effective
behavior change. To develop effective communication materials
for members of the general public, scientific experts need to
understand what information people need to know. The mental
models approach to developing communications recognizes that
people need information that not only fixes the gaps and mis-
conceptions in their knowledge but also builds on their existing
beliefs and preferred wording (Fig. 1). Interviews and follow-up
surveys with members of the intended audience help to assess
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their informational needs, but scientific experts often lack train-
ing in social science research methods. We, therefore, provided
an overview of how to conduct interviews to characterize people’s
beliefs in their own terms and follow-up surveys to identify the
prevalence of these beliefs and their relationships with decisions.
We hope that this information will inspire interdisciplinary re-
search involving scientific experts and social scientists, thus pro-
moting the development of more effective communication materials
about scientific topics relevant to the general public.
Based on the results of interviews and surveys, subsequent

communication materials should be designed to target the most
common misunderstandings that affect people’s decisions (14,
27, 29). Elsewhere, detailed guidelines are available for how to
best present quantitative and qualitative information, how to im-
prove the readability and usability of materials, and how to take
into account the differential needs of audiences with low numeracy
or low literacy (29). After drafting communication materials, it is
generally recommended to conduct cognitive pilot interviews, in
which members of the intended audience first read materials
aloud and subsequently provide suggestions for improvement
(14, 76). Any resulting revisions will need to be approved by
domain experts to make sure that the content still reflects the
relevant science accurately. Before disseminating the communi-
cation, evaluation studies with larger samples are needed to ex-
amine whether the designed communication does, indeed, lead
to desired improvements on measures of understanding and in-
formed decision-making (28).

Using the principles for developing effective communications
need not be costly, because a large body of evidence already exists
about people’s informational needs regarding specific topics.
Nevertheless, developing effective communication strategies
requires the adjustment of resources. Because of the high stakes
that often ride on effective communications, such investments
will be worthwhile. Financial analysts have estimated that 70%
of private firms’ assets are intangibles, such as goodwill, which
can be lost by ineffective communications (29). The reputations
of other organizations also depend on their ability to communicate.
In addition to seeking input from audience members, the

mental models approach promotes collaborations between experts
from multiple disciplines. Scientific domain experts are needed
to identify the key concepts that people need to understand to
make informed decisions. Social scientists are needed to design
interviews and surveys aiming to understand people’s beliefs as
well as develop and test communications that target people’s
ability to make informed decisions. The resulting evidence-based
communications are more likely to address what people need to
know to make more informed decisions, allowing them to obtain
better outcomes for themselves and the society in which they live.
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